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Abstract. We examine the χ2 test for binned, Gaussian samples, including effects
due to the fact that the experimentally available sample standard deviation and the
unavailable true standard deviation have different statistical properties. For data
formed by binning Gaussian samples with bin size n, we find that the expected value
and standard deviation of the reduced χ2 statistic is
n− 1
n− 3 ±
n− 1
n− 3
√
n− 2
n− 5
√
2
N − 1 , (1)
where N is the total number of binned values. This is strictly larger in both mean
and standard deviation than the value of 1 ± (2/(N − 1))1/2 reported in standard
treatments, which ignore the distinction between true and sample standard deviation.
1. Introduction
Precision measurements of physical quantities typically require a very large number
of individual measurements of the same quantity often taken under varying conditions,
such as drifting signal-to-noise or many experimental configurations with different signal
sizes. For this reason, as well as for simplification of data analysis and reduction
of computational requirements, the data are typically binned together such that
measurements in the same bin were taken within a time during which the conditions were
similar. In order to check whether the binning is susceptible to the varying conditions,
as well as to search for unknown sources of noise, a χ2 test [1, 2, 3] is commonly used.
Regardless of whether or not it is an ideal choice of statistic for this case, it is fairly
intuitive as a measure of whether the assigned error bars are correctly capturing the
statistics of the data. However, some of the simplifying assumptions used to construct
the standard χ2 can give results with a significant bias for large data sets. We discuss
why the standard treatment underestimates both the mean and variance of the χ2
statistic, and then determine the appropriate correction factors.
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2. Chi-squared test for binned, Gaussian samples
Consider a quantity Nx  1 of measurements xi without any assigned uncertainties.
Say that the measurements are normally distributed with constant, true mean µ that
is not known to the experimenter. We shall not assume that the data has a constant
variance. Let us gather these data sequentially into groups Gj with n consecutive points
each. Now compute the usual sample mean, standard deviation, and standard error of
each group of points:
yj =
1
n
∑
xi∈Gj
xi, sj =
√
1
n− 1
∑
xi∈Gj
(xi − yj)2, syj = 1√
n
sj. (2)
We have now binned our data into a smaller set of N = Nx/n 1 mean values yj
and uncertainties syj. As a check to see whether the assigned uncertainties are correctly
capturing the statistical fluctuations of the data we can perform a χ2 test as outlined
in many standard texts [1, 2, 3]. We will test the hypothesis that the yj are normally
distributed about a constant y¯ (though this approach is easily extended to models with
more degrees of freedom), and that the uncertainties correctly describe the statistical
fluctuations of the data about the mean. The reduced-χ2 value of the data set is
χ2red =
1
N − 1
N∑
j=1
(
yj − y¯
σyj
)2
≡ 1
N − 1
N∑
j=1
χ2j , (3)
where y¯ = (
∑
j yj/s
2
yj)/(
∑
j 1/s
2
yj) is the weighted mean of the y data, and σyj is the
true (unknown) standard deviation of the points {xi ∈ Gj}, which need not be constant
over different values of j. If the fluctuations in the data are Gaussian in nature, and
correctly accounted for by the uncertainties, then we have the usual result
E[χ2red] = 1, Std[χ
2
red] =
√
2
N − 1 . (4)
However, the experimenter does not know the true standard deviation, and therefore
actually computes the statistic
χ˜2red =
1
N − 1
N∑
j=1
(
yj − y¯
syj
)2
≡ 1
N − 1
N∑
j=1
χ˜2j , (5)
using syj as an estimator for σyj. We wish to find the statistical properties of
this quantity, which we shall find differ from χ2red. Intuitively, the sample standard
deviation is computed from a finite number of measurements and therefore has some
uncertainty associated with it, and that uncertainty should be propagated through when
examining the χ˜2red statistic. This is a well-known effect when estimating parameters
from finite data sets and has been previously explored in a number of contexts, for
example Poisson distributions, counting experiments, weighted means, and histogram
fitting [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
More specifically, while χj ∼ N (0, 1) is normally distributed, χ˜j is not:
χ˜j ≡
(
yj − y¯
syj
)
≈
(
yj − µ
syj
)
∼ t(n− 1), (6)
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the t-distribution with n− 1 degrees of freedom, which has larger tails for finite n than
a normal distribution. Notice that we are treating y¯ = µ as a constant, which is valid in
the limit N  1, though for smaller N the statistical properties of the weighted mean
cannot be ignored [9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. In particular, the weighted mean also has
correction factors due to the difference between true and sample standard deviation,
and has a non-trivial variance, both of which will impact the χ˜2red statistic. A good
discussion of these complexities can be found in reference [15].
The square of χ˜j is therefore distributed as χ˜
2
j ∼ F (1, n − 1), the F -distribution
with (1, n− 1) degrees of freedom, which has
E[F (1, n− 1)] = n− 1
n− 3 , Var[F (1, n− 1)] = 2
(
n− 1
n− 3
)2
n− 2
n− 5 . (7)
This is as opposed to the χ2j statistic, which has (appropriately) a χ
2 distribution. χ˜2red
is therefore distributed as a sum of F -distributions, which is complicated [16]. However,
the expectation value and variance are straightforward to calculate,
E[χ˜2red] =
N
N − 1E
[
χ˜2j
]
=
n− 1
n− 3 +O
(
N−1
)
, (8)
Var[χ˜2red] =
N
(N − 1)2Var
[
χ˜2j
]
=
2
N − 1
(
n− 1
n− 3
)2
n− 2
n− 5 +O
(
N−2
)
. (9)
This implies that the mean and standard deviation of the χ˜2red statistic are larger
than those of the χ2red statistic by
E[χ˜2red]
E[χ2red]
=
n− 1
n− 3 ,
Std[χ˜2red]
Std[χ2red]
=
n− 1
n− 3
√
n− 2
n− 5 , (10)
up to further corrections of order O (N−1). A plot of these correction factors is shown
in Figure 1. In the limit n → ∞ we recover the usual result, but for finite n we will
always expect larger values for both mean and standard deviation. We can also see that
choosing n ≤ 5 is not advisable, since the statistic will have a non-convergent variance.
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Figure 1. Correction factors to the mean and standard deviation of χ˜2red.
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3. Conclusion
In summary, we find that the standard χ2 statistic computed from binning finite data
sets underestimates the mean and variance for binned Gaussian samples, and derive
simple, closed expressions for the biases. For very large data sets with finite bin sizes,
such as those commonly found in precision physics measurements, these corrections can
be significant and should not be neglected.
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Appendix: A simple example
We can see how the “usual” chi-squared statistic gives an incorrect result by performing
a simple numerical test on some simulated data. Generate 1,000,000 points xi ∼ N (0, 1),
bin into groups of n = 10, and then compute means yj, standard errors σyj, and the
reduced chi-squared statistic χ˜2red (as described in the main text) for the resulting 100,000
binned points.
Nx = 1000000 //Number of x values
nbin = 10 //Number of points to bin
for j = 1:(Nx/nbin) //Step over bins
x = randn(1,nbin) //Generate nbin normally distributed points
y(j) = mean(x) //Means
sigmayi(j) = std(x)/sqrt(nbin) //Standard errors
end
ybar = sum(y./sigmayi.^2)/sum(1./sigmayi.^2) //Weighted mean
chi = (y-ybar)./sigmayi //chi
chi2 = sum(chi.^2) //chi^2
dof = length(y)-1 //Degrees of freedom
redchi2 = chi2/dof //Reduced chi^2
redchi2sigma = sqrt(2/dof) //‘‘Usual’’ uncertainty of chi^2
If we run this piece of code, we will find redchi2 = 1.2868 and redchi2sigma =
0.0045 (though of course the former will be different each time due to the random
nature of the calculation.) This value differs considerably from the na¨ıve expectation
of 1± 0.0045 based on the usual treatment that ignores the difference between sample
and true standard deviations, but is quite close to the expected value of 1.2857±0.0073
from equations (8) and (9).
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